Terms and Condition of Skip Hire with Binns Bins / RC Bins
1.

All care is taken when delivering and picking up skip bins by our employees. No responsibility will be
accepted for damages incurred. If an incident has occurred, please ensure you notify the RC Bins office on
02 4324 7880 as soon as possible and if possible, the driver at the time of the incident to ensure all
corrective action is taken.

2.

Items / Materials that can NOT be put into the skip bins
-

No ASBESTOS, dangerous or hazardous materials. These items will be reloaded and returned to site –
charges apply
No food waste, soils or fill, liquid paints or liquids of any kind, gas bottles, chemical tyres, mattresses or
illegal substances or weapons.

If these items or materials are found in the skip, additional fees and charges will apply and possible return
to site policy may apply.
3.

Once a skip bin is delivered, the skip bin becomes the responsibility or the hirer who is then responsible for
all damages to the bin, property or any persons injured.

4.

Bins must NOT be loaded above the rim. The contents must be level with or below the rim on collection. If
the skip bin is overfilled upon collection, it will not be picked up until the excess is removed and additional
charges may apply for being unable to collect the skip bin.

5.

Skip bin hire must be paid in full prior to collection unless it is a pre-approved account customer or
previously agreed upon by RC Bins Management.

6.

Standard hire period is strictly 7 days. Weekly rental charges will apply for longer than 7 days unless
discussed at the time of the original booking.

7.

If a skip bin has been hired for:
Brick/Tile/Concrete Only: The contents can only be brick/tile/concrete. The materials CANNOT be
contaminated with any form of dirt, gyprock, under slab plastic or rubbish of any kind.
Green Waste: Can only be 100% vegetation waste. The materials CANNOT be contaminated with any dirt
or rubbish of any kind. Tree stumps larger than ½ metre in diameter must be cut smaller before going in bin.
If other materials are mixed into the skip, general waste tipping fees will apply.
DIRT ONLY: We can only provide a skip for and accept clean fill only. You will be required to fill and send in
the EPA VENM certificate provided to you upon booking before we can deliver a skip for it. The contents
must be 100% clean, non-contaminated dirt only. There should not be any other materials including plant
roots, rocks or rubbish of any kind.

8.

Should the bin not be made available for collection at the end of the hire period, the hirer will become
liable for the full cost of a replacement bin.
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